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Conservative Radio host and Author Erin
Cruz  new book releases DEC 15TH
2017

LOS ANGELES , CA, USA, November 2,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- FOR
IMMEDIATE RELEASE

POLITICAL CONSERVATIVE RADIO
HOST/AUTHOR ERIN CRUZ 

NEW BOOK:  Revolution America…
Communication Toolbox for the 

Modern Conservative American Woman 

NATIONAL RELEASE:  DEC 15TH 2017 

LOS ANGELES- CA – Conservative radio host and author of the new book:  Revolution America…
Communication Toolbox for the Modern Conservative American Woman, announced today her new
book will release from Motivational Press Publishing on Dec 15th in all book stores nationally as well

Revolution America begins at
home, empowering women
and people taking back our
families and our nation to a
place of greatness, one
person, one mind and one
thought at a time”

ERIN CRUZ

as Barnes and Noble.com, Amazon, among other online
outlets as well as bookstores. 

Erin is an outspoken voice for conservative women and is
much sought after by the media. She has spent the last
decade hosting a national radio show that has a huge
following. 

ABOUT THE BOOK

With political tension at an all time high, unseen since the
1960’s, Erin Cruz saw the need to share better ways to

interact and make progress in political conversation within the family unit and beyond. Revolution
America encourages political and social interaction among conservatives, women in particular.
Through the life examples of several modern conservative women, Erin Cruz shows new ways of
thinking and approaching varying degrees of social interaction which will help people in their
communication in many areas of life, not just the political arena. By providing examples and tools as
well as valuable skill sets for women and men alike, the book presents fresh ways to look at current
events in a focused format. As a result of reading Revolution America, one should develop a balanced
view of important political topics not usually found in the world media allowing for more productive
interactions and impact within the family unit and community. 
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Revolution America…
Communication Toolbox for the
Modern Conservative American
Woman

ABOUT ERIN CRUZ  

Erin Cruz has a professional background that covers, from
the ground up, all areas of small and large business
operations and administration in the private sector, as well
as a solid stretch in academia covering safety and facilities
management, business administration, payroll, academic
personnel management, specialized and international
human resources, international relations, with her favorite
area of focus being domestic and international policy
analysis and interpretation.

After leaving academia, Erin Cruz has dedicated the last
decade to bring a conversation to the American Citizenry.
Erin is a mother of two, the young widow of internationally
renowned scientist, Professor Rene L. Cruz who we lost to
pancreatic cancer. Erin has many interests, is a hobbyist
baker and photographer; her largest accomplishment has
been mastering lifestyle fitness and well-being. She is a
lifetime writer, an organic motivator, a fierce online
personality with a passion and drive for both the nation and
political activism. 

Erin is known for her commentary, strategy, and analysis in
multiple areas, with focus on conservative politics. Her
political leanings are freedom based. She is a constitutional
conservative with a strong dose of sobering libertarian leanings. 

Erin Cruz has dedicated the last decade to bring a conversation to the American Citizenry. She is
known for her commentary, strategy, and analysis of multiple areas, with focus on conservative
politics. Her political leanings are freedom based. She is a constitutional conservative with a strong
dose of sobering libertarian leanings. 
Erin's professional background covers, from the ground up, all areas of small and large business
operations and administration in the private sector, as well as a solid stretch in academia covering
safety and facilities management, business administration, accounting, payroll, personnel
management, specialized and international human resources, domestic and international relations,
with her favorite area of focus being domestic and international policy analysis and interpretation.
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